
 

Maxima - Pulse OxymeterMaxima - Pulse Oxymeter

TypeType
PricePrice 13001300
External URLExternal URL https://www.prismcalibration.com/https://www.prismcalibration.com/
KeywordsKeywords Pharmaceutical EngineeringPharmaceutical Engineering
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URLURL http://www.indiafinder.in/products/http://www.indiafinder.in/products/
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 Works with 2 AAA batteries Works with 2 AAA batteries

 Auto shut off to save power Auto shut off to save power

 Measures blood oxygen and pulse rate Measures blood oxygen and pulse rate

 Measures saturation of peripheral oxygen (SpO2) in the blood Measures saturation of peripheral oxygen (SpO2) in the blood

 Accurate readings Accurate readings

SUPPLIERSUPPLIER

Prism Calibration CentrePrism Calibration Centre
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3, GIDC, Vatva, Nr. Jasoda Nagar3, GIDC, Vatva, Nr. Jasoda Nagar
Cross RoadCross Road
Ahmedabad 382445Ahmedabad 382445
Gujarat, IndiaGujarat, India

Contact PersonContact Person Parthiv KinariwalaParthiv Kinariwala
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail admin@eindustries.inadmin@eindustries.in

When the highest precision of test results, measuring instruments andWhen the highest precision of test results, measuring instruments and
calibration services from Prism Calibration centre is the first choice.calibration services from Prism Calibration centre is the first choice.
Founded in the year 2004, “Prism Calibration Center”, have earned aFounded in the year 2004, “Prism Calibration Center”, have earned a
tremendous reputation in the industry by providing services in thetremendous reputation in the industry by providing services in the
areas of Calibration, Validation, Environment Audit, Instant Supply, andareas of Calibration, Validation, Environment Audit, Instant Supply, and
Work Optimization.Work Optimization.

  
Not only this, we provide timely, traceable, and cost-effective servicesNot only this, we provide timely, traceable, and cost-effective services
that are accompanied by clear and concise calibration certificates.that are accompanied by clear and concise calibration certificates.
From accurate on-site testing to fully accredited Weighing ScaleFrom accurate on-site testing to fully accredited Weighing Scale
Calibration Services In Ahmedabad, we advise advise on every area ofCalibration Services In Ahmedabad, we advise advise on every area of
instrument calibration to meet all your business calibrationinstrument calibration to meet all your business calibration
requirements.requirements.

  
The regular calibration process is vital to keep the instrumentationThe regular calibration process is vital to keep the instrumentation
controlling your critical operations. Be it the pharmaceutical industry orcontrolling your critical operations. Be it the pharmaceutical industry or
any other manufacturing unit; it is recommended to follow the rulesany other manufacturing unit; it is recommended to follow the rules
and regulations governed by Schedule ‘M’, C-GMP and WHO. Weand regulations governed by Schedule ‘M’, C-GMP and WHO. We
continually strive for the best quality industry standards to provide ourcontinually strive for the best quality industry standards to provide our
customers with cost-effective and sustainable solutions for eachcustomers with cost-effective and sustainable solutions for each
project, be it trading measuring instruments, work optimisation toolsproject, be it trading measuring instruments, work optimisation tools
and infrared guns.and infrared guns.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/prism-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/prism-
calibration-centre-10489calibration-centre-10489
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